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Abstract
Three-dimensional arrays of nanostructures have drawn increasing attention for solar energy
harvesting in recent years. In this work, with Ge as the model material, the broadband solar
spectrum absorption of arrays of multi-diameter nanopillars is explored with finite difference
time domain simulations. It is found that light absorption of a nanopillar array is either
determined by the material filling ratio or by transverse resonance leaky modes depending on
input wavelength. A properly designed multi-diameter nanopillar array can compete with a
nanocone array on broadband light absorption capability. As single crystalline multi-diameter
nanopillars can be grown with a bottom-up approach, the investigation here provides important
design guidelines for the fabrication of efficient nanostructured photovoltaic and other
optoelectronic devices.
& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Three-dimensional (3-D) arrays of nanostructures, including
nanowires (NWs) [1–8], nanopillars (NPLs) [9,10], nanocones
(NCNs) [11–16], nanowells [17], nanoshells [18], etc., have
demonstrated intriguing optical properties such as efficient
light trapping for broadband wavelength and large incident
angle [11,19]. These properties are not only of fundamental
interest to understand light-matter interaction at the
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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nanoscale, but also of technological usefulness for applications
such as photovoltaics, photodetection, and light emitting
devices, etc. Particularly for optoelectronic applications,
research has discovered that 3-D nanostructures can not only
lead to improved photon harvesting utilizing light trapping
mechanism, but also enhance photo-carrier collection effi-
ciency due to shortened diffusion length [20–22]. On the other
hand, it has been shown that the geometrical factors of
nanostructure arrays including the shape of the individual
structures and the pitch/periodicity play an important role in
determining their optical properties [1,3–7,10,14,19,20].
Therefore, rational structural design has to be applied in
order to fabricate an efficient optoelectronic device. In the
past we have demonstrated fabrication of shape engineered
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NPLs showing improved light absorption capability in compar-
ison to single diameter NPLs (SNPLs) [10]. In this work, a more
systematic investigation is carried out in order to further
understand light coupling, propagation and absorption in NPL
arrays. It is found that for short wavelength light, the
absorption capability of the structure largely depends on the
array material filling ratio, whereas for long wavelength light,
waveguide modes determine light coupling and absorption
efficiency in NPLs. More importantly, shape design of NPLs is
explored and optical properties of multi-diameter NPLs
(MNPLs) including dual-diameter NPLs (DNPLs) are investi-
gated. It is discovered that absorption of MNPLs approaches
that of NCNs when the number of the segments N increases,
with N=7 yielding the same light absorption level to NCNs. As
the single crystalline MNPLs can be grown with catalytic vapor
transport [10], the investigation here can shed light on optimal
design of high quality light harvesting NPLs with bottom-up
approach.
Simulation method

The schematic of the hexagonal Ge SNPL, DNPL, MNPL and
NCN arrays is shown in Figure 1. The lengths/heights of the
NPL arrays and the NCN arrays are all 2000 nm, which
follows our previous work [23]. The optical properties are
calculated by finite difference time domain method (Lume-
rical FDTD Solutions 8.5). In our simulations, the mesh size
is set as 6 points per wavelength (PPW) when calculating the
reflection and transmission, namely λ/6n, where n repre-
sents material refractive index. When calculating the E field
distribution and optical absorption profiles, the mesh size is
set as 2 nm in order to obtain high resolution plot. For the
top and the bottom surface, perfectly matched layer (PML)
boundary conditions are used. According to the conservation
of energy, the absorption is calculated as A λð Þ ¼ 1−R λð Þ−
Figure 1 Schematics of hexagonal Ge nanostructure arrays. (a
(c) Multi-diameter NPL arrays and (d) NCN arrays. The parameters
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TðλÞ, where the range of incident source wavelength λ is set
as 300–2000 nm, considering the band gap of Ge and the
solar spectrum. After the absorption curve is obtained,
the broadband-integrated absorption is calculated by the
following equation:

A¼ ∫ λmax
λmin

ðIðλÞAðλÞλ=hcÞdλ
∫ λmax
λmin

ðIðλÞλ=hcÞdλ ð1Þ

where λmax is 2000 nm, λmin is 300 nm, h is the Plank
constant, c is the speed of light in free space, and IðλÞ is
the spectral irradiance of the Air Mass 1.5 Global spectrum.
The broadband-integrated absorption values as a function of
different NPL pitches and diameters are plotted by Matlab
(Version 7.14.0.739) as a 2-dimentional (2-D) contour after
interpolation, with a pitch range p of 50 to 2000 nm and
diameter d≤p. The broadband-integrated transmittance
and broadband-integrated reflectance 2-D contours are also
calculated and plotted in the same way.

Result and discussion

Figure 2a shows the broadband-integrated reflectance of
the SNPL arrays as a function of pitch (x-axis) and diameter
(y-axis). It can be seen that the reflectance simply depends
on the material filling ratio FR¼ πd2=2

ffiffiffi
3

p
a2, where a is the

pitch of the SNPL arrays and d is the diameter. Thus, the
equal reflectance contour lines are straight lines starting
from origin of the plot. This can be explained by the fact
that reflection of photons primarily occurs on the top
surface of the SNPL arrays and thus the total reflectance
largely depends on the top surface area fraction, which is
equal to the filling ratio for the uniform diameter SNPL
arrays. This effect has been observed experimentally in our
previous work [10]. This result indicates that small FR favors
light propagating into an SNPL array. However, in order to
) Single-diameter NPL arrays, (b) Dual-diameter NPL arrays,
mentioned in this work are shown in the figure.
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Figure 2 2-D contours of Ge SNPL arrays. (a) Broadband-integrated reflectance and (b) broadband-integrated absorption.

Figure 3 (a) 300 nm wavelength absorption 2-D contour of Ge SNPL arrays. The dashed line corresponds to SNPL arrays with Ge
filling ratio of 11%. Inset: the absorption curve on the dashed line. (b) 900 nm wavelength absorption 2-D contour of Ge SNPL arrays.
The dashed line corresponds to SNPL arrays with 1200 nm pitch. Inset: 900 nm wavelength absorption curve versus SNPL diameter
with 1200 nm pitch. (c)1 (c)3: E field intensity of SNPLs corresponding to peak 1 and 2 in the inset of (b). (c)2 (c)4: Optical
absorption cross-section profiles of SNPLs corresponding to peak 1 and 2 in the inset of (b). The diameter of SNPL in (c)1 (c)2 is
140 nm, and the diameter in (c)3 (c)4 is 320 nm. (d) 2-D contour of 1200 nm pitch SNPL arrays absorption with change of wavelength
and diameter and diameter. The dashed line corresponds to the peak of photon flux density.
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achieve sufficient light absorption, large FR is desirable.
Therefore, after balancing the trade-off between large FR
and small FR SNPL arrays, the absorption 2-D contour is
plotted in Figure 2b, showing that the highest absorption
band centers on moderate FR, with the highest solar
spectrum integrated absorption ∼85%. This result has been
confirmed with previous experiments in which optical
absorption of fixed-pitch varying-diameter Ge SNPL arrays
was explored [10].

It is worth noting that the absorption contour of Figure 2b
shows the optimal absorption appears around 500 nm pitch
Please cite this article as: B. Hua, et al., Rational geometrical design
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and 300 nm SNPL diameter, even though other pitch-
diameter combinations can have the same FR. And it is
found that light polarization direction has little impact on
the results (Figure S1c), which agrees with the previous
work showing symmetry independent light absorption in
nanowire arrays [24]. In order to further understand the
simulation results, the absorption of SNPLs to individual
wavelengths of 300 nm, 600 nm, 900 nm, 1200 nm, 1500 nm
and 1800 nm are investigated. For each wavelength, absorp-
tion 2-D contours are plotted for comparison. Figure 3a and
3b demonstrate absorption 2-D contours of the short
of multi-diameter nanopillars for efficient light harvesting, Nano
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wavelength of 300 nm and of the long wavelength of
900 nm. And the rest of the wavelengths can be found in
Supplementary Figure S2a–d. As shown in Figure 3a, high
absorption occurs at pitch less than 300 nm and NPL
diameter less than 200 nm, reaching up to 99%. However,
the absorption quickly decreases with increasing geometry
up to 2000 nm pitch and 700 nm NPL diameter. The inset of
Figure 3a shows the geometry dependent absorption along
the dashed line with FR=11%. It can be seen that with
increase of the pitch, the absorption decreases. In the case
that the diameter and pitch of SNPLs are smaller than the
input wavelength, the entire structure could be regarded
as a uniform light absorbing medium, with an effective
absorption coefficient αeffðλÞ ¼ αGeðλÞFR, where αGeðλÞ is
the absorption coefficient of Ge. Since αGe 300 nmð Þ ¼
1:56� 10−1 nm−1 (See Figure S3, absorption coefficient
curve), αEffð300 nmÞ ¼ 1:7� 10−2 nm−1, which is still quite
significant even with only 11% material filling ratio, leading
to high optical absorption capability. This rationale indi-
cates that efficient light absorption can be achieved with
small amount of absorbing material fabricated into an array
of nanostructures with geometry and interspacing smaller
than wavelength, if the material absorption coefficient is
sufficient. However, when the SNPL diameter and pitch are
much larger than the wavelength, photon reflectance
from SNPL top surface and transmittance through the SNPL
array structure are in the ray optics regime. With 11% FR,
large transmittance loss is expected, leading to low absorp-
tion for the large structural geometry shown in Figure 3a.
On the other hand, the situation is different when the
absorption coefficient is low. For example,
αGe 900 nmð Þ ¼ 2:58� 10−3 nm−1 (See Figure S3, absorption
coefficient curve), which is about two orders of magnitude
lower than that at 300 nm. Figure 3b shows a distinctively
Figure 4 2-D contours of Ge DNPL arrays at 1000 nm pitch. (a
absorption, (c) 300 nm wavelength absorption and (d) 900 nm wave
whose lower diameter is equal to upper diameter, namely SNPL arr
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different 2-D absorption contour as compared to Figure 3a.
Particularly, there are horizontal absorption bands showing
a 200 nm periodicity on diameter, starting from 150 nm
diameter. In other words, the optical absorption capability
of SNPLs for 900 nm wavelength is periodically highly
sensitive to their diameters, instead of their pitch. The
absorption curve as a function of SNPL diameter at 1200 nm
pitch is plotted and shown in the inset figure of Figure 3b,
showing the absorption oscillation clearly. These high
absorption peaks can be attributed to the transverse
resonance leaky modes inside SNPLs [25]. However, for
short wavelengths, e.g. 300 nm, the high absorption coeffi-
cient results in efficient absorption of photon energy
quenching the resonance modes.

In order to further uncover the nature of the resonance
modes in SNPLs, radial cross-sections of 900 nm wavelength
electric field intensity (|E|2) and axial energy loss profiles of
individual SNPLs in 1200 nm pitch SNPL arrays with diameter
corresponding to first two absorption peaks in Figure 3b
inset are plotted and shown in Figure 3c1, c3 and c2, c4,
respectively. In general, the optical absorption profile can
be calculated as

AðλÞ ¼∇⋅
1
2
real E

→ðλÞ � H
→ðE→Þ

� �� �
ð2Þ

where AðλÞ is the absorption per unit volume. It can be clearly
seen that the transverse resonance modes in Figure 3c1 and c3
correspond to HE11 mode and HE12 mode, respectively [20,25].
Therefore, the photon energy can easily couple into these
modes leading to significant absorption. Furthermore, a 2-D
contour of 1200 nm pitch SNPL arrays with wavelength as the
x-axis and diameter as the y-axis is plotted in Figure 3d. It can
be clearly seen that when the wavelength is beyond 600 nm,
several high absorption bands appear, as shown in the 900 nm
) Broadband-integrated reflectance, (b) broadband-integrated
length absorption. The dashed line corresponds to DNPL arrays
ays.
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wavelength 2-D contour (Figure 3b) and E field cross-sections
(Figure 3c1, c3). These high absorption bands correspond
to transverse resonance leaky modes HE11, HE12, HE13 etc.
The photon energy is more readily to couple into SNPLs as
long as the diameter satisfies the transverse resonance
condition. On the other hand, larger diameter also leads to
increased filling ratio, which can also contribute to high
absorption. So the contribution of high order modes like
HE13 is not as pronounced as the contribution of low order
modes such as HE11.

It is worth noting that although Ge is chosen as the model
material in this work, the transverse resonance leaky mode
theory has also been applied to other materials including Si,
amorphous Si and CdTe [2,25,26]. To confirm that our
analysis can be extended to other material systems, Si
nanopillars have also been investigated in this work.
Because the absorption coefficient of Si is much lower than
that of Ge at the same wavelength [23], the effect of
transverse resonance leaky modes show up for 500 nm
wavelength, as opposed to 900 nm wavelength for the case
of Ge, as shown in Figure S4b. And the nanopillar diameter
difference between each resonance mode is also smaller for
this case because of the shorter wavelength. Furthermore,
our methodology for investigation can be extended to other
photonic materials by considering different refractive
indices and absorption coefficients.

Identifying photon energy coupling conditions in uniform
diameter NPLs paved the way for understanding optical
properties of more complex nanostructures. For example,
Figure 4a–d show the optical property investigation of DNPL
arrays. The schematic of DNPL arrays is shown in Figure 1b.
The total length of a DNPL is set as 2000 nm with each
segment ∼1000 nm long. A cone structure is used to connect
the two segments with a cone angle of 45 degree obtained
from previous experiment [10]. The broadband-integrated
reflectance 2-D contour of 1000 nm pitch DNPL arrays with
variable upper and lower portion diameters (dupper, dlower) is
shown in Figure 4a. As discussed previously, the reflectance
is mostly determined by the top surface area fraction,
therefore it can be seen that the upper NPL diameter
dominates the reflectance. However, when the upper
diameter is very small, e.g. 100 nm, the increase of the
diameter of the lower part will also marginally increase the
total reflectance.
Figure 5 2D contours of Ge NC arrays at 1000 nm pitch. (a) Br
absorption.
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The broadband-integrated absorption of DNPL arrays is
shown in Figure 4b. It is obvious that large dupper leads to
absorption loss regardless of dlower, as discussed before, and
large dlower results in high absorption. Consequently, a
broadband absorption of 92% is obtained for a combination
of 300 nm dupper and 1000 nm dlower, which is higher than
the best absorption of 78% for 1000 nm pitch single diameter
NPLs shown in Figure 2b. The conclusion that smaller dupper
and larger dlower lead to high absorption agrees well with
our previous experimental work, although the pitch and
diameters of Ge DNPL here are different from those of the
previous one [10]. This result can be explained with the fact
that smaller dupper leads to lower effective refractive index
and better optical impedance match for the upper struc-
ture, and larger dlower comes with higher material filling
ratio and better absorption for the lower structure. Inter-
estingly, there are observable absorption pattern lines
parallel to x and y-axis in Figure 4b, which intersects with
the x- and y-axis at 300 nm and 700 nm. In order to shed
light on the origin of these pattern lines, absorption 2-D
contours of DNPL arrays with 6 individual wavelengths are
obtained. Figure 4c and d show 300 nm and 900 nm wave-
length absorption, and Figure S5a–c showing 600 nm,
1200 nm, 1500 nm and 1800 nm wavelength results, corre-
sponding to the wavelengths of Figure 3a, b and Figure S2.
Note that for figures of which the wavelengths are equal
to or larger than 900 nm, there are both horizontal and
vertical absorption pattern lines. It is worth noting that the
locations and periodicity of the absorption pattern lines in
Figure 4d agree very well with those in Figure 3b for SNPL
arrays. This fact indicates the independent existence of
transverse resonance modes in each segment of an MNPL
leading to the 2-D absorption pattern grid lines. As the
broadband input solar photon flux spectrum is not a flat
spectrum (Figure S6), the overall absorption is the summa-
tion of absorption of each individual wavelength with
different weight in the range from 300 nm to 2000 nm.
Therefore, the broadband-integrated absorption shows the
absorption pattern lines in Figure 4b, which are not as
pronounced as these in Figure 4d, Figure S5b–d.

The DNPL structure represents an artificially tapered
structure which improves photon coupling efficiency and
absorption into three-dimensional nanostructures. On the
other hand, it is known that a structure with gradually
increased effective refractive index can serve the same
oadband-integrated reflectance and (b) broadband-integrated
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Figure 6 Broadband-integrated absorption of 1000 nm pitch
Ge MNPL arrays as a function of segment number. Red dashed
line: the broadband-integrated absorption of 1000 nm pitch Ge
NC arrays. Black dashed line: the broadband-integrated absorp-
tion of 2000 nm Ge thin layer.
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purpose [11,13]. In fact, NCN array structure shown in
Figure 1d presents a smooth increase of FR from the
top to the bottom of the structure which will naturally
lead to the significant light absorption. In this regard,
the broadband-integrated reflectance and absorption of
2000 nm height NCN arrays are plotted and shown in
Figure 5a and b, respectively, where the x-axis stands for
the pitch, and the y-axis represents the bottom diameter of
the NCN. Apparently, the reflectance of NCN arrays is
marginal regardless of pitch and bottom diameter, since
the cone tip diameter is mathematically zero. And the best
absorption for each pitch always appears largest bottom
diameter, which echoes with the understanding obtained
from DNPLs.

Experimentally, NCN arrays have been largely fabricated
with lithography or etching approaches [11,12,15]. These
approaches are either costly or hard to guarantee material
quality especially at the surface, which is critical for
photovoltaic performance. On the other hand, bottom-up
growth of DNPL with a template approach [10] demon-
strated previously has shown the potency to fabricate MNPL
with more smooth structural transition, as shown in
Figure 1c. In order to compare the optical absorption
capability of MNPLs arrays with NCN arrays and a Ge thin
film with the same thickness, 1000 nm pitch MNPLs with
N segments (N=1, 2, 3, …) are constructed and their
broadband-integrated absorption and the ideal short cur-
rent densities (Jsc) are calculated and shown in Figure 6.
Note that the total height of an MNPL is still fixed at
2000 nm, which is the same with NCN and thin film. Here
N=1 represents SNPL. It can be seen that with a diameter
equal to pitch, the broadband-integrated absorption of
SNPL array is 61.4%, with a corresponding Jsc of 37.8 mA/
cm2, which is already higher than that from the Ge thin film.
Note that Jsc was obtained by integrating AM 1.5 G solar
photon flux spectrum (Figure S6) and the absorption spec-
trum. It suggests the upper limit of the Jsc for a solar cell
device [27]. It is also observed that the absorption of MNPL
arrays increases along with N. Specifically, DNPL shows a
significant improvement over SNPL, and the absorption of a
7 segment MNPL array reaches up to 95.1% with a
Please cite this article as: B. Hua, et al., Rational geometrical design
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corresponding Jsc of 58.4 mA/cm2, which slightly exceeds
that of an NCN array, 95.0% (Jsc=58.5 mA/cm2) for 1000 nm
pitch, which is within the simulation error.

Conclusion

In summary, optical properties, particularly absorption
capability of arrays of uniform diameter nanopillars,
multiple-diameter nanopillars and nanocones are explored
here. It is found that the absorption of light in nanopillars
can be dominated by either material filling ratio or trans-
verse resonance leaky modes, depending on the wave-
length, absorption coefficient and nanopillar diameter.
The resonance modes in nanopillars generate periodic
absorption pattern lines in the 2-D absorption contour. In
addition, it is also found that the MNPL structures can
compete with NCN structures with enough segment num-
bers. These results reveal design guidelines of efficient light
harvesting nanostructures for applications such as photo-
voltaics and photodetection.
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